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Edward Kemp is best known today for his well-documented designs for public parks and 
cemeteries, located mostly in the north-west of England, yet these commissions formed 
only a small proportion of his output. It is less easy to build up a picture of his other 
work which went well beyond the laying out of villa gardens for the wealthy to include 
an impressive range of assignments. His private clients varied widely in terms of their 
location and social background and in the range and aim of the landscape designs they 
commissioned. To trace these commissions presents a challenge. Since Kemp left behind 
no personal records, researchers are forced to refer to the second (1858) and third (1864) 
editions of his how to lay out a garden to see a selection of his designs. Some forty 
odd clients are referred to in the second edition and a further eleven in the third. Work 
for them varied in scale, from modest designs for a summerhouse to major landscaping 
projects. His clients, too, were varied. Drawn initially from Lancashire and Cheshire 
or with family or business connections with Merseyside, they belonged mainly to the 
professional or merchant classes. As his reputation grew, work came in from a wider 
range of clients, as far flung as Scotland, Northern Ireland and Devon.

today edward kemp is best remembered for his pioneering role in laying out Birkenhead 
park and for his major landscaping contracts to design cemeteries and parks in st helens, 
liverpool, southport, chester, congleton, crewe and gateshead. rather less well known 
are his commissions to draw up plans (not always executed) for public open spaces in 
lancaster (moor, later williamson park), mold (Bailey hill) and edinburgh (middle 
meadow) and for mersey park in Birkenhead. in addition to these undertakings are 
the former country house grounds, initially laid out, in whole or in part, by kemp, for 
private clients. these now serve as public parks and include both victoria park (figure 
1) and haresfinch park in st helens, town park in runcorn, castle park in frodsham, 
Bodlondeb park in conwy and pyrgo park near romford, london. the aim of this paper 
is to provide a broad overview of kemp’s work, looking in particular at his commissions 
from private clients, at his plans for speculative ventures such as villa estates and at his 
involvement in the laying out of the grounds of institutions. his municipal undertakings 
will be covered in other papers.

identifying kemp’s private commissions is not easy. in contrast to his public 
undertakings, where the committee minutes of various improvement commissioners, 
town councils and local and burial boards are available for study, finding details of his 
private activities is often a matter of chance. none of his personal papers has survived, 
nor has any account book or bank ledger. plans, letters and bills are scattered in various 
archive collections (figure 2). he is sometimes referred to in newspaper advertisements 
and auction particulars for the sale of property, because phrases such as ‘the grounds 
laid out by mr. kemp, of Birkenhead park’ could add to the attraction of the place being 
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figure 1. victoria park in st helens, lancashire, laid out initially by edward kemp as the 
grounds for cowley house, designed by charles reed (later verelst). it is now known as the 

mansion house. photo: author, 2008

figure 2. edward kemp’s coloured, scaled and signed drawings of greenhouses (sections, front 
elevation and plan, dated June 1874), commissioned by c. p. phipps, for chalcot house in 

dilton marsh, wiltshire. wiltshire and swindon history centre, chippenham, 540/180  
1872–1875
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sold, but tracking down such commissions is a hit-and-miss affair and inevitably very 
time consuming.1

country airs and rural pleasures 

the main evidence for kemp’s private commissions comes from the 1858 (second) and 
1864 (third) editions of his How to Lay Out a Garden.2 though not a comprehensive 
list, even for the period they cover, these books provide details of his work for some fifty 
clients, selected to illustrate particular aspects of landscape design. these range from 
quite minor projects such as a proposal for a rustic fence to ‘shut off a cottage garden 
from a walk through a shrubbery’ for the wealthy business man and liberal member 
of parliament, James morrison of Basildon park,3 to more extensive projects such as 
the laying out of the grounds of underscar, an estate in the lake district belonging to 
the liverpool general-merchant, william oxley, whose residential address in 1851 at 
86 rodney street, one of the most prestigious streets in liverpool, provides evidence 
of his business success. in most cases the clients are named and the date is given when 
the work was carried out. a few, such as the ‘rosary at dulwich’ or the ‘octagonal 
flower-garden near maidenhead’, are anonymous and cannot be traced. in contrast, the 
‘rectory garden in worcestershire’ can be identified as the garden of the large rectory at 
alvechurch, designed by william Butterfield for the revd John sandford. a comparison 
of kemp’s plan with a large-scale modern map shows them to be one and the same.4

kemp’s official entry into private practice came in July 1847, with the agreement, if 
not the blessing, of the Birkenhead improvement commissioners whose minutes record 
that ‘mr kemp be permitted to practice his profession in the neighbourhood.’5 shortly 
afterwards he placed an advertisement in the press, offering his ‘services to noblemen 
and gentlemen in the vicinity of Birkenhead and liverpool, or in any of the neighbouring 
districts and counties’.6 the services offered included designing, superintending and 
laying out ‘estates’, as well as ‘public or private parks and gardens’. in addition, he 
indicated that he was prepared to improve or remodel existing properties (figure 3).

who were the ‘noblemen and gentlemen’ kemp hoped to serve? some were 
indeed members of the aristocracy or at least the landed gentry. for example, kemp 
undertook some work in the 1850s for sir robert tolver gerrard, Bt, of garswood 
hall near newton le willows, lancashire (the commander of the lancashire hussars), 
as well as for orland Bridgeman (1819–98), 3rd earl of Bradford, on whose behalf 
he drew up plans for the siting of trees in weston park, shropshire, in 1866 and for 
the proposed line of a new drive.7 the majority of his clients, however, were men who 
through the law, commerce or manufacturing had accumulated a sufficient fortune to 
establish a residence for themselves in the countryside. they were mill or mine-owners 
or styled themselves ‘iron merchant’, ‘textile merchant’, ‘timber merchant’ or just plain 
‘merchant’. a trawl through contemporary street directories shows them living, before 
they moved, at prestigious addresses close to the urban centre, a reflection of their 
personal wealth. this wealth brought them social standing and the opportunity to 
acquire a country estate. in addition, the spread of the railways and improvements in 
the roads meant they could, if they wished, continue to commute to their offices with 
relative speed. as kemp observed: 

railways […] with their annual contracts for conveyance, and the rapidity, ease and 
certainty of transit, are now gradually bringing other parts of the country within the 
range of selection, and enabling the town merchant or man of business to locate himself 
from ten to twenty, or even thirty miles from the town and thus get the benefit of country 
air and rural pleasures.8
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agricultural land was comparatively cheap so kemp’s clients could afford to purchase 
or construct for themselves a house and grounds in a rural setting. the houses were often 
substantial, with a lodge or lodges, a range of offices, stables and outbuildings, a walled 
kitchen garden, conservatories and greenhouses for the cultivation and display of flowers, 
and sometimes a home farm. adjacent to the house and visible from the principal rooms 
would be a formal garden with terraces and flowerbeds, often decorated with urns and 
statuary, and beyond that curving walks and plantations and, where space permitted, 
open parkland (figure 4). 

in some cases, kemp was only required to create a new feature within an existing 
garden, as with the circular bowling green he designed for James Ball of newton by 
chester.9 elsewhere he was asked to remodel an established estate such as that of norley 
hall, cheshire, purchased by the liverpool wine importer samuel woodhouse.10 in other 
instances, he was working from scratch on what had previously been open farmland. 
for example, development land became available in wirral with the break-up of the 
stanley estate. as the Manchester Times reported, ‘sir william stanley has let a large 
portion of his estate, now occupied by small farmers, to gentlemen who propose to erect 

figure 3. edward kemp’s plan for agden hall, cheshire, an existing estate remodelled for  
sir thomas sebastian Bazeley; from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden 

(london: Bradbury & evans, 1858), p. 354
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mansions and villas on it.’11 one such mansion was stanacres, cheshire, designed by the 
architect charles verelst for the liverpool timber merchant owen Jones.12 kemp, who 
several times worked with verelst, formerly charles reed, was commissioned to lay out 
its grounds.13 one obstacle he encountered and would meet with again with other of 
his cheshire commissions were flooded marl pits, dug originally to reach the lime-rich 
subsoil used by farmers as a natural fertilizer (figure 5):

the property, having no marked character i thought it desirable to fix upon […] a rather 
remarkable group of abandoned marl-pits. these pits are exceedingly common in this 
part of cheshire, and are always filled with clear water and often with water lilies of 
other pleasing aquatic plants.14

the marl pits at stanacres were combined to make a water feature, as they were in the 
grounds of several other cheshire properties including halton grange and massey hall, 
thelwall (figure 7).15 

figure 4. edward kemp’s plan for the villa garden of foxdale in Bunbury, cheshire, a house in 
a rural setting but within two miles of the chester to crewe railway line, laid out for william 

Boulton aspinall; from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a Garden (london: Bradbury & evans, 
1864), p. 352
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figure 5. edward kemp’s scaled plan of the lake 
at stanacres, cheshire; from edward kemp, 
How to Lay Out a Garden (london: Bradbury 
& evans, 1858), p. 302

figure 7. edward kemp’s plan of massey hall in thelwall, cheshire, 1874, showing the marl 
pit. warrington Borough council libraries, heritage and learning

figure 6. edward kemp’s design for a 
summerhouse erected for david Bromilow 

of haresfinch house at st helens, 
lancashire; from edward kemp, How to 
Lay Out a Garden (london: Bradbury & 

evans, 1858), p. 311
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in many cases, kemp, having carefully considered the nature of the site, was free to use 
his own ideas when producing his plans. this was not always the case: some clients, such 
as Joseph stubs, of park place (now castle park) in frodsham, were keen horticulturalists in 
their own right. travelling widely in both europe and north america in connection with 
his file-making business, stubs was described by kemp as ‘enthusiastically attached to his 
garden’ and ‘an energetic and successful collector and cultivator of rare plants’ who was 
‘constantly making little changes to accommodate new favourites’.16 other clients, too, 
had their own ideas. though nominally commissioned by sir edward smythe to carry 
out work in the grounds of acton Burnell hall on the shropshire–welsh border, kemp 
describes himself as working ‘under the direction of lady smythe’, a woman who clearly 
knew her own mind and what she wanted in her new ‘flower garden belonging to a first 
class mansion’.17 

one question posed by kemp’s work is how he came to be commissioned by his 
clients in the first place. the notice he had placed in the press would have advertised his 
availability for private practice while the growing reputation of Birkenhead park and his 
own publications would have drawn attention to his capabilities. nevertheless, word-of-
mouth recommendations must have played an important part in getting him both private 
and public work. many of his patrons were mps and they would have been able to put 
in a word for him with their parliamentary colleagues. other clients sat on committees 
or served on local boards and would have been in a position to recommend kemp to 
their fellow members. an example of such networking was in st helens. that kemp was 
chosen to lay out and plant the town’s new cemetery may have been at the suggestion 
of sir robert gerrard from whom the cemetery lands had been purchased in the first 
place and with whom kemp had already had contact. alternatively, his name may have 
been put forward by david Bromilow of haresfinch house, st helens, a wealthy colliery 
owner and chair of the Burial Board, for whom kemp had also worked (figure 6).18 

where a new property was concerned, the choice of kemp to lay out the grounds 
may well have been at the suggestion of the architect. kemp, himself, in the preface to 
the second edition of How to Lay Out a Garden, comments on the importance of the 
relationship between architect and landscape gardener: ‘it is much to be regretted that 
architects and landscape-gardeners do not more usually work together […] from the very 
commencement of any undertaking in which they are jointly consulted.’19 as already 
mentioned, one architect who worked closely with kemp was verelst. at stanacres, kemp, 
having suggested that the house overlook a ‘home lake’, reported that ‘the architect, mr. 
verelst, of liverpool, concurring in this view, the house was placed as shown’.20 later 
he would work alongside verelst on the grounds of other mansions: cowley house in st 
helens, halton grange in runcorn and underscar manor in cumbria. another architect 
with whom he also cooperated was walter scott. scott had designed kemp’s own house 
in Birkenhead and it was he who produced the plans for ledsham hall in south wirral, 
the grounds of which were laid out by kemp (figure 8).21 

perhaps the most effective form of networking was familial connection. kemp 
undertook work for charles and william longman, both members of the longman 
publishing family.22 he also worked for several groups of brothers. among his early 
clients were robert and thomas gibbon frost, flour millers of chester, for whom kemp 
produced a single layout for their adjoining gardens overlooking the river dee. another 
pair of brothers who awarded commissions to kemp were John and thomas Johnson, 
chemical and alkali manufacturers of runcorn. however, the best example of family 
networking is that of the fieldens, wealthy yorkshire cotton spinners. kemp worked 
for all three fielden brothers, at stansfield hall for Joshua, at centre vale, todmorden, 
for samuel, and at dobroyd castle for John, where his involvement in landscaping the 
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grounds was heralded in the verse of a celebratory song:

the gardeners too, a sturdy band,
with kemp’s good taste and craig’s command,
have made it seem a fairy land,
around fair dobroyd castle.23

later, when Joshua fielden entered parliament and moved south to nutfield in 
surrey, kemp was again employed on his grounds. the fieldens were exceptional, but 
personal or family recommendation of whatever kind seems to have ensured kemp a 
continuous stream of clients. for whether, through pressure of work or poor health, he 
ever had to refuse a commission there is no evidence.

residential parks and watering places

when Joseph paxton drew up his plans for prince’s park, liverpool, he incorporated into 
his design a surrounding ring of housing, the proceeds of the sale of which was intended 
to pay for the upkeep of the park. a similar pattern was adopted for Birkenhead park, 
so kemp would have been very familiar with the concept. on a smaller scale but offering 
more privacy were the residential parks, often gated, which began to appear on both sides 
of the mersey and in the growing suburbs of other large towns. developed by individuals 
or land companies they were aimed at those who could afford to move from the centre of 
town to live in more open and leafy surroundings, often with marine views. their growth 
was a response to improvements in public transport, steam ferries and roads, together 
with an expanding network of suburban railways, which offered merchants, bankers and 
leading professionals the opportunity to reside away from the town centre yet be within 
easy travel of their place of work. 

figure 8. halton grange in runcorn, cheshire. the grounds were laid out by edward kemp; 
the house was designed by charles verelst (formerly reed). it is now runcorn town hall. 

photo: author, 2008
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Carlett Park
one example of a villa estate was carlett park. with Birkenhead park nearing completion, 
kemp became involved in an ambitious plan to develop a private residential park a few 
miles up-river from Birkenhead on the banks of the mersey, just to the north of eastham. 
the land, which was part of the hooton hall estate, belonged to sir william thomas 
stanley-massey-stanley, 10th Bt, who had inherited the property on his father’s death in 
1841. stanley was an inveterate spendthrift and was happy to lease an area of farmland 
abutting the estuary to william laird, third son and fourth child of the shipbuilder 
william laird and brother to John and mcgregor.

the scheme was advertised as encompassing ‘200 acres of land, well wooded […] 
laid out to a fixed plan for the erection of double and single villas in convenient sized 
lots’.24 this land, as the wirral historian william w. mortimer records, had been ‘taken 
by mr william laird, of Birkenhead, from sir william stanley, with the intention of 
forming a park’.25 he describes the process: ‘fences have been removed, ditches filled 
up and the entire laid out under the direction of mr kempe [sic] landscape gardener, 
Birkenhead.’ mortimer was optimistic: ‘carlett park – will soon become one of the 
most favourite places of residence near liverpool, from which it is only distant about 
five miles, being within ten minutes’ walk from the railway station, and less from the 
eastham ferry.’ despite mortimer’s predictions, there was no take up and so some forty 
lots were put up for auction. the financial crisis of 1847 had struck and there were no 
buyers for the villa plots, despite the ‘salubrity’ of their situation. william laird, who had 
only leased the land, failed to sell on the underleases and was declared bankrupt in 1849. 
sir william thomas stanley-massey-stanley, who had amassed extensive gambling debts, 
was unable to meet the demands of his creditors and so the hooton lands, including the 
‘beautiful and valuable estate’ of carlett park, came under the hammer. 

the sale particulars of may 1849 (there was a later sale) are of interest as they show 
how far kemp had progressed in turning farmland into a park, much as he had done 
previously in Birkenhead:

the sub-division fences were a short time since taken up, roads laid out and formed, 
a neat lodge erected and lodge entrances and gates opened and put up at proper and 
convenient places, under the direction and superintendence of the celebrated landscape 
gardener John paxton esq.26

even with paxton’s name incorrectly and mistakenly appended to their description, the 
lots failed to attract any buyers and it was only in november that the hooton estates, 
which included carlett park, were sold in their entirety to richard christopher naylor, a 
wealthy liverpool banker and cotton trader (figure 9).

Birkdale Park
kemp’s next foray into villa development was somewhat more successful. in 1848, 
he became involved in a venture linked to the opening of the liverpool, crosby and 
southport railway (lc&sr). the line, which received parliamentary assent in 1847, 
was to pass through the village of Birkdale, just to the south of southport, greatly 
improving communication with liverpool. eschewing the not uncommon wrangles with 
railway companies over access to their property, the landowner, thomas weld Blundell, 
sensing the potential the railway offered him for development, gave the lc&sr the land 
required. work began in early 1848 and the line opened in July. in september, an item 
appeared in the local press publicizing weld’s plan for a new residential suburb to be 
called Birkdale park.27 in the event this was not to be a gated park, with lodge gates at 
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its entrance, but an elegant seaside town, laid out with substantial villas set in their own 
spacious grounds. in order to realize his objectives, weld sought ‘the superintendence of 
eminent surveyors and landscape gardeners’. how kemp was selected is not recorded, 
but he went on to produce a plan for the new development, many of whose elements 
survive in the layout of Birkdale today.28

the key elements of kemp’s design were two curving roads, westcliffe road and 
lulworth road, which swept south from the boundary with southport, meeting weld 
road, the main route from the railway station to the shore, at right angles. the plan 
shows nearly one hundred villas, occupying individual plots. it includes a square with 
an ornamental garden, intended as the focus of the park on its seaward side, and elegant 
terraces running off weld road. (the latter never materialized because terraces proved 
unpopular, as had been the case at Birkenhead park.) a belt of sand dunes separates 
Birkdale park from the shore, so there was no case for providing an esplanade or 
promenade, as was customary in some seaside towns.

the planting shown on the plan is aspirational. unlike carlett park, the area was not 
well wooded and it was left to the owners of the new villas to plant out their gardens for 
themselves. kemp offered them little comfort in this venture. as he said, when discussing 
the problems of ‘seaside gardens’:

certain localities, in the neighbourhood of the sea-coast are so liable to a visitation of 
violent gales, bringing with them such quantities of saline matter, that scarcely anything 
in the way of trees and shrubs can be induced to live in them, much less to become 
ornamental.29

to add to these problems, the land, as he pointed out, ‘is composed entirely of sand’. 
Birkdale was slow to fill up, but, after the debacle of carlett park, kemp must have 
been moderately pleased with its progress. it brought him welcome publicity and at least 
one of the new residents, mr alan kaye, the solicitor to thomas weld Blundell, would 
commission him to lay out his own garden.30

figure 9. carlett park, cheshire. edward kemp’s landscaping is now incorporated into a golf 
course. photo: author, 2008
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Ormeau Park, Belfast
it would be nearly twenty years after his work in Birkdale that kemp was again 
commissioned to design a residential park, this time in northern ireland on demesne 
land belonging to the marquis of donegal situated alongside the river lagan. in 1865 
he drew up plans to convert one hundred and seventy-five acres of land into forty-two 
lots for substantial villas and gardens and a single terrace. the scheme was advertised but 
failed to attract buyers, and, following the passing of the public parks (ireland) act 1869, 
the Belfast corporation acquired part of the holding for a city park.31 

Rowley Park
a commission for another villa-park came from the stafford land Building and 
improvement co. ltd, established in 1866. the location of this venture was the rowley 
hall estate on the western outskirts of stafford. in 1808, rowley hall had been bought 
by a stafford solicitor, william keen, who demolished the original hall and built a 
substantial regency mansion in its place. the hall and its lands subsequently passed 
by inheritance to a solicitor in the same firm, robert hand. he was unable to sell the 
hall at a good price, so he sold it, in 1866, to his own enterprise, the stafford land 
Building and improvement company with the aim of laying out the park with villas and 
pleasure grounds. to this end, william morgan, the company secretary, approached both 
william Barron and kemp for designs. Barron, over ten years kemp’s senior, was, by this 
stage in his career, a well-known nurseryman and landscape gardener, with numerous 
commissions to his credit, including his work at elvaston castle. in his letter to Barron, 
morgan suggests that what he was looking for was something ‘in the style of a hastings 
or Brighton square, with a croquet ground’. Barron, perhaps unsurprisingly, appears to 
have made no response, so it was kemp who was eventually selected. 

he paid his first visited to stafford in the autumn of 1867, sending precise details of 
the time of his train’s arrival – 11.25 a.m. precisely. following the visit, though after some 
delays (‘i have fallen off a stepladder’), he produced plans and a detailed planting scheme:

specification of work to be done in draining, laying out and planting a garden on the 
rowley hall estate, near stafford, according to plan and sections supplied herewith and 
prepared by mr edward kemp of Birkenhead park, landscape gardener.32

the work was broken down into sections: 

draining, lodges and cesspools, grubbing up trees, trenching the ground for plants 
and planting, digging and scraping the ground for lawn etc, croquet grounds, forming 
bed of walks, ramping sods for edge of walks, material for walks, sods and sodding, 
plants and planting, general conditions.

the list of plants required was lengthy and might have challenged the resources of even 
the most enterprising of nurserymen as well as stretching the purse of the developer. a 
total of 2410 separate specimens of one hundred and nineteen different species were 
mentioned plus ‘870 thorn whips’ and ‘870 privet whips for hedging’. kemp was also 
specific as to the condition he expected the plants to be in when they eventually arrived.

perhaps kemp’s plans were too ambitious. perhaps the park was too far distant 
from the centre of stafford. perhaps the attractions of living in a gated villa estate were 
dwindling. for whatever reason, the scheme was not successful and the company was 
wound up in 1871. the plan appears to have never been properly implemented and one 
wonders if kemp was ever paid his fee of ten guineas, since he only submitted his account 
on 5 January 1871. By that time the company was facing financial problems and within a 
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month was considering voluntary liquidation. eventually its affairs were wound up and 
its shareholders appear to have sought an allotment of land by way of compensation. 
the gateways survive as does some of the original planting, but only a few of the planned 
villas were ever built. as with carlett and ormeau parks, the rowley hall venture must 
have been a disappointment to kemp.

Seascale
the spread of the railway network, which was encouraging the growth of suburbs round 
the periphery of towns, also brought cheap and speedy access to parts of the country that 
had hitherto been less easy to reach. one such area was the irish sea coast of cumberland. 
here a line, later extended, had opened between whitehaven and ravenglass in 1849. 
seascale, with a station on the line, offered open beaches and distant views to the isle of 
man, but it was still only a small farming community until plans to develop it as a seaside 
resort came in 1879. the Barrow industrialist, sir James ramsden, managing director of 
the furness railway company, then engaged kemp to produce designs for a ‘watering 
place’ to be laid out in an area known as seascale Banks (figure 10).

the plan depicts an ambitious layout, which included a large hotel, a promenade and 
housing in the form of terraces, crescents, and individual detached and semi-detached 
villas, the latter arranged along a series of sweeping carriageways, very much kemp’s 
hallmark. practical as ever, there was also a builder’s yard. of the original scheme, only 

figure 10. advertisement for seascale Banks 
on the seascale estate; from ward & lock’s 
Illustrated Guide to and Popular History of 
the English Lakes (london, 1884)
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the most southerly part was actually built, but kemp’s vision for his seaside resort can 
still be seen in the curving lines of one of the roads, sella Bank.33 what his commission fee 
was or how long it took him to complete the work has not been established (figure 11).

landscapes of health, welfare and education

in the present artificial state of society, with every species of business conducted in an 
anxious and hurried manner, and so many people devoting themselves to mental or 
sedentary pursuits, all sorts of out-door exercise and amusement become additionally 
needful and salutary.34

though the bulk of kemp’s work was for private individuals or municipal authorities, 
newspapers of the time show that he undertook commissions for other corporate bodies. 
among these were organizations linked to the provision of health, welfare and educational 
facilities. here those responsible for planning the institutions were increasingly recognizing 
that the design of the grounds as well as the buildings was important and to achieve this 
were employing landscape gardeners. kemp, himself, had noted the value of access to the 
outdoors in contributing to people’s health and well-being. 

The Northern Counties Asylum for Idiots and Imbeciles: ‘The Royal Albert’
one institution, where the landscaping of the grounds was taken into account, was 
what would eventually be known as the royal albert asylum for the care, education 
and training of idiots, imbeciles and weak-minded children and young persons of the 
northern counties (figure 12). the idea for this asylum, plus an initial donation of 
two thousand pounds came from a lancaster Quaker and businessman, James Brunton, 
in 1864. a committee was formed and a fund set up, chaired by a local physician, dr 
edward dennis de vitre, with the intention of building an asylum in lancaster. some 
sixty-seven acres of land, a mile to the south of the town, was purchased and, in october 

figure 11. edward kemp’s scaled plan for the seascale estate commissioned by the furness 
railway company. Brockbank and helder collection, cumbria archives and local studies 

centre, whitehaven, dBh/17/13. courtesy: by kind permission of Brockbanks solicitors
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1866, the local paper reported that the grounds were to be ‘laid out under the supervision 
of mr kemp’.35 in securing kemp’s services as a landscape gardener, the committee was 
following an established pattern. the first half of the nineteenth century had seen major 
changes in the public’s attitude towards the mentally ill and those with disabilities, and 
this was reflected in the design and choice of the setting of asylums. no longer would the 
emphasis of a building be on containment and restraint but rather on providing patients 
with a therapeutic environment where they would have the opportunity for work therapy 
outdoors. when the lunacy act 1845 made it a legal requirement for counties to make 
provision for the county’s lunatics, the new asylums, albeit situated behind high walls, 
were often set in substantial and attractive grounds, with all the trappings of a country 
estate: ‘extensive areas were provided for therapeutic use by the patients, and also 
for their recreation and that of the staff. views beyond the estate were believed to be 
therapeutic, too, and to lift the spirits.’36 the royal albert asylum was no exception. the 
foundation stone of the building, designed by the lancaster architect e. g. paley, was laid 
in 1868 and the first patients admitted to the asylum in december 1870.

The Liverpool Convalescent Institution
at the same time as he was carrying out work in lancaster, kemp was involved with 
an undertaking somewhat closer to home. the outbreak of the american civil war in 
1861 had seen the ports of the southern states blockaded and supplies of cotton to 
Britain interrupted. the resulting ‘cotton famine’ brought the mills of lancashire to a 
standstill and caused intense hardship to thousands of millworkers as they were laid off 
and became unemployed. in response to the great distress that this caused, appeals were 
made and funds set up to assist them. one of these was the liverpool cotton famine 
relief fund. a substantial sum of money was raised, and when the war ceased and raw 
materials again reached the mills, a significant balance still remained. 

what to do with this surplus posed a problem. with the permission of the charity 
commissioners, it was agreed that the moneys could be spent on another purpose. on 22 
may 1868, The Liverpool Mercury reported on plans to provide a convalescent hospital, 
subsequently known as the liverpool convalescent institution, using the residue of 
the fund, money collected for the ‘gladstone testimonial’ and financial help from the 
rathbone family.37 kemp was to be commissioned to lay out its grounds of twenty 
acres. the aim of the establishment, more generally known as the woolton convalescent 
institution, was to provide a facility ‘to restore to perfect health and strength those who 

figure 12. ‘the royal albert asylum for idiots, lancaster’; from The Builder, 26 (27 June 
1868), p. 477
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have been prostrated by sickness’ and intended ‘chiefly for patients who have been treated 
at the liverpool hospitals’, although a private wing was also to be provided. although 
there was a gradual increase in the number of patients accommodated from five hundred 
in 1877 to six hundred and eighty-eight in the following year, it was still not running at 
full capacity.

the site selected was a large estate in woolton wood, to the south of liverpool. 
covering some sixty-five acres, it was well wooded and sloped fairly steeply to the south-
west. the profusion of trees must have heartened kemp and he overcame the problem 
of the slope of nineteen feet by creating three terraces, two linking the central building 
with the side wings and a lower one to be used as a croquet lawn ‘for the use of the 
inmates’. indeed, it was reported that the ‘inequality of the ground’ had been ‘ingeniously 
utilised by mr. e. kemp, landscape gardener of Birkenhead’, as the terraces provide a 
‘commanding view of the luxuriant valley’ (figure 13).

the architect was to be thomas worthington (1826–1909), who was commissioned 
to design an elaborate, red brick, ‘e’-shaped building in gothic revival style. progress 
was slow. though the grounds had been prepared by late 1869, construction work was 
deferred until february 1870 and the official opening did not take place until 1873. an 
illustration in The British Architect (27 march 1874) shows the completed building and 
gives some idea of the landscaping work kemp had undertaken. what he was paid and 
how he came to be commissioned is not recorded.

Birkenhead School 
shortly after completing his work for the convalescent institution, kemp was 
commissioned to lay out the grounds of a school close to his home. most school grounds 
and playing fields were of necessity functional, although they were sometimes planted 
with specimen trees around their perimeter. this was the case with Birkenhead school. 
on 3 november 1871, The Liverpool Mercury announced the ‘opening of a new 
public school’. the buildings were new, but the school, as an institution, had existed 
since 1860, when, known as the Birkenhead proprietary school, it had occupied leased 
premises, royden house, in park road north, Birkenhead. the house, a large, classically 

figure 13. ‘liverpool convalescent institution’, showing terraces; from The British Architect 
(27 march 1874)
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proportioned stone-faced building, was one of the private dwellings designed as part of 
paxton’s original scheme, and overlooking the park.

at first pupil numbers were small but by the end of the school’s first term they had 
swelled to thirty and continued to grow. from its inception the school and kemp had had 
close links, as the parks committee minutes record. in the tradition of the larger public 
schools, the Birkenhead boys were encouraged to participate in sport:

23 august 1860: application from the proprietory school for use of the cricket ground 
previously used by rev. w. wales’s school.38

27 october 1864: application from the pupils of the proprietory school for permission 
to hold foot races and athletics in the upper park in the month of november – permission 
granted.39

these arrangements suited the school in its early days as its gardens, too small for 
organized sport, abutted directly onto the lower park. however, by 1870 the school 
had eighty-five pupils on roll and larger premises were needed. to this end the school 
authorities purchased some five acres of land belonging to the earl of shrewsbury in the 
nearby and still partly rural township of oxton.

the choice of kemp to lay out the new school’s ‘pleasure and playgrounds’ was an 
obvious one. he was already well known to the school authorities and understood what 
provision needed to be made for the boys. he was also well known to charles lucy, 
the architect originally commissioned to design the school’s buildings (he had worked 
with him and his partner, charles littler, on both anfield and flaybrick cemeteries) 
and with scott, who took over the role of architect on lucy’s untimely death. the new 
school building was formally opened on 2 november 1871, with The Liverpool Mercury 
reporting that ‘the pleasure and playgrounds are being tastefully laid out by mr kemp of 
Birkenhead park’. there were further developments when a headmaster’s house opened 
in 1878 and a chapel was added in 1882, but the essential layout of the site remained the 
same for some years (figure 14). though the grounds are now much altered, evidence of 
kemp’s planting scheme survives in the variety of mature trees that encircle the school 
today. these still flourish, though the ‘playgrounds’ have changed. kemp was working 
on quite steeply sloping land, with all the problems that that entailed for the provision 
for organized sport. in 1899, after kemp’s death, the situation was remedied and the 
grounds levelled to create a better cricket pitch.

figure 14. Birkenhead school, c.1870; from Birkenhead School, A Pictorial History, Part 1, 
1860–1960 (Birkenhead, 2016), p. 9
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conclusions

commissions such as that for the grounds of Birkenhead school are often overlooked. 
taking solely the examples cited in the second and third editions of How to Lay Out a 
Garden, it is tempting to conclude that, with the exception of the municipal authorities 
for whom kemp worked, his patrons were all ‘gentlemen of wealth’. this broad overview 
has attempted to show that this was not always the case, and that though his private 
clients were very much in the majority, kemp, ever industrious, was prepared to cast his 
net widely and undertake the designing and laying out of a great variety of landscapes. 
nevertheless, he was primarily employed by private individuals, mainly drawn from the 
ranks of the newly wealthy, who having bought land in the countryside were prepared 
to lavish some of their capital on their ‘pleasure grounds’, often on a grand scale. these 
clients, owing their fortune to trade and commerce, were anxious to assume the trappings 
of country gentry and they commissioned kemp to turn their aspirations into reality. 
kemp, in his turn, and based in Birkenhead, was ideally located to meet their needs, since 
the north west had played such a critical role in generating wealth from the industrial 
revolution. for kemp it was, to some extent, a seller’s market.

today many of the mansions whose grounds kemp landscaped have vanished and 
their sites redeveloped for housing. sometimes all that is left as evidence of their former 
glory is some peripheral planting or a lone cedar or monkey puzzle tree. nevertheless, 
that so many of the elements of his designs still survive, particularly in the case of his 
public works, is a tribute to the care and skill he applied to them originally. always hard 
working, he was still concerned for his commissions almost until the end of his life. 
perhaps significantly his last recorded private engagement was in surrey, where he was 
asked to lay out the grounds of the home of sir henry doulton, woolpits, in ewhurst, 
south-east of dorking. following kemp’s death, a note from the woolpits’ head gardener 
writing to the Gardeners’ Chronicle reported that

mr kemp, although he had retired from active work for some few years, undertook, as 
a mark of regard and friendship, to lay out the estate and plan the gardens at that place. 
the work was begun in 1884, and he came down to see the progress that had been made 
in 1887. this was his last visit.40

at his funeral in 1891, the mourners were given a memorial card bearing a verse 
from a poem by the wigan poet John critchley prince (1808–66), presumably selected as 
eminently suitable for kemp:

he made the landscape meet the eye
with Beauty: and turned the barren wastes
to noble parks and gardens of the lord.
thus nature’s rugged face
By art he wreathed with winsome smiles
that woo’d the children of the city, and the sons
of grimy toil and gave delight to all.

though many of the ‘parks and gardens’ kemp designed are lost or have suffered 
unwelcome change, there are still sufficient examples among both his public and private 
commissions to appreciate the major contribution he made to landscape gardening over 
some forty years.
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